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(ABSTRACT)

Multimedia content, e.g., sound files, interactive demos, and video files, has been widely used in digital courses to provide an easy to use format and to emphasize the ideas. In this work, we address aspects of generating multimedia contents automatically in digital courses. In particular, we focus on two types of automatically generated multimedia: interactive glossaries and sound files. Glossaries play a major role in enhancing students’ comprehension of the course core concepts. Glossary terms have complex interrelationship that cannot be fully illustrated by standard approaches, e.g., including all the terms as a linear, alphabetized list. To overcome this limitation, we introduce an interactive design for the glossary terms using concept maps. Glossary terms are visualized as nodes in graphs and their relationships are included on the edges. We implement these concept maps within the OpenDSA e-textbook system. A concept map associated with the selected term is generated on demand. We evaluate the effectiveness of our design by comparing student use of our concept-map based glossary to the traditional alphabetized list. We have designed new exercises that target the comprehension of the glossary terms to make students familiar with the concept maps. Our other work generates sound files automatically to supplement text narration in slide shows. This is made feasible by the widespread availability of text-to-speech generators in web browsers. To this end, we designed an interactive narration tool and integrated it into the OpenDSA library. In this way, all slide shows automatically have their text augmented with narration.
Recently, there has been an increase in the use of multimedia contents in digital courses. Multimedia files, e.g., sound files, interactive demos, and video files, are used in digital courses to provide an easy to use format and to emphasize the ideas. In this work, we address aspects of generating multimedia contents in digital courses. In particular, we focus on two types of automatically generated multimedia: interactive glossaries and sound files. Glossaries play a major role in enhancing students’ comprehension of the core concepts in the courses. In general, glossary terms have complex interrelationship that cannot be fully illustrated by standard approaches, such as the alphabetized list. To overcome this limitation, we introduce an interactive design for the glossary terms using concept maps. In this design, glossary terms are visualized as nodes in graphs and their relationships are included on the edges. We implement these concept maps within the OpenDSA e-textbook system to be generated on demand. We evaluate the effectiveness of our design by comparing student use of our concept-map based glossary to the traditional alphabetized list. We have designed new exercises to make students familiar with the concept maps. Our other work generates sound files automatically to supplement text narration in slide shows. This was motivated by the widespread use of text-to-speech generators in web browsers. To this end, we designed an interactive narration tool and integrated it into the OpenDSA library so that all OpenDSA slide shows can benefit from the narration tool.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Multimedia is widely used in digital education to enhance students experience and to facilitate delivering information. The goal of using multimedia is to increase the number of communication channels such as audio, visual, or interaction used by students, by integrating more than one communication channel into a presentation. This has been shown to be more beneficial in delivering information than a single communication channel such as written text [1]. Multimedia can also help students to focus more, so instead of just reading text, they can watch videos that explain some topic or listen to a recorded lecture which should be more appealing for them.

Mayer [2] defined multimedia learning as learning from words and pictures. Words can come in multiple formats such as printed text or audio narrated text. Pictures, on the other hand, refer to static images, such as illustrations, charts, diagrams, and dynamic content, such as animations or video. Using these two formats, words and pictures, helps to stimulate more learning channels in the brain as it was shown that human brains possess separate channels for processing visual and verbal material. Given that each channel can process only a small amount of information at a time, it will be better to use more than one channel simultaneously.

In [3], it was shown that multimedia has the ability to stimulate learner motivation by its multiple representational modalities which, in turn, can improve transfer the information in an attractive way. In particular, combining text, animations, graphics, audio, and video can
help students to better comprehend the course materials and to understand the relevance of various contextual elements. Other research has studied the effect of using multimedia on the education process such as [4, 5, 6].

Mishra and Sharma [4] covered concepts related to using multimedia in digital education, especially interactive multimedia. They started by defining multimedia in light of its use in digital education, showing that multimedia has multiple definitions that share combining multiple communication channels or media files into a single output that is more attractive to the learner. Mishra and Sharma discuss aspects of effective multimedia design and what good and effective interactive multimedia should be. In [5], Reddi describes the use of multimedia as a power education technology. He also discussed the potential use of multimedia as a pedagogical tool. In [6], Low et al. designed and deployed a multimedia learning system that uses commercial software platforms in building an interactive learning system. The importance of multimedia is also highlighted in their work.

Multimedia is as effective in computer science courses as it is in other disciplines. Naps et al. [7], presented a framework to experimentally study the effectiveness of visualizations in computer science courses. Their main finding was that to effectively use visualization, an active learning environment should be created to engage the students in the learning process. A similar framework was presented in [8] to evaluate the effectiveness of algorithm visualizations through a meta-study of 24 other experimental studies that evaluate algorithm visualizations. The most important finding of this study is that the way students use these visualizations has a greater impact on effectiveness of these visualization, which corroborate the findings of using interactive multimedia.

Although multimedia is powerful in digital courses, its use in online courses is limited by many factors. According to Reddi and Mishra [9], digital courses distributed on physical means like CDs are limited only by the storage space, however, web-based courses are limited
by both the server’s storage space and the connection bandwidth. The latter is especially important because a student browsing an online course will not like to wait long for every page to load. Reddi and Mishra [9] suggested some ways to avoid these drawbacks, such as using low quality multimedia files and distributing the media files on different web-pages.

In this work, we design and develop multimedia objects that are generated automatically when a student selects these objects. Since these files are generated automatically, they will require less storage space on the server side than storing, e.g., video files. They will also require less communication bandwidth as they are generated only when being selected. Therefore, these files will comply with the findings of Reddi and Mishra [9] about the limited resources in online courses.

In this work, we focus on two applications of these automatically generated multimedia files. The first is creating interactive concept maps for the glossary terms, which should provide an interactive environment in which students can draw connections between different glossary terms and navigate through different terms. The second application pertains to narration support files in which audio files are generated automatically for the selected sections in the courses. We also integrated the sound control in an interactive tool in which students can control the features.

We have implemented these tools, i.e., concept maps and narration support, in the context of OpenDSA [10]. OpenDSA is an open source infrastructure for digital textbooks that is currently used by many Computer Science courses such as data structures and algorithms, and programming languages in both CS2 and CS3 levels. OpenDSA integrates multiple features to the ordinary textbooks such as interactive visualizations and auto-graded exercises. Combined with its easy to use clutter-free interface, OpenDSA provides a rich experience to the end users (students).
Next, we give an introduction for each application and the motivation for selecting such applications.

1.1 Concept Maps for Glossaries

Books have a long tradition of including glossaries and this has carried over to digital media [11] and [12]. Glossaries, or glossary terms, are collections of the main terminologies and jargon used in the associated text, along with their meanings or definitions. Traditionally, a glossary is displayed using a list that is sorted either alphabetically or grouped by chapters.

Computer science courses are not different from other digital courses when it comes to glossaries. Glossaries play a significant role in providing definitions for the many concepts and terms found in computer science courses. This holds true especially in the core courses in Computer Science such as Data Structures and Algorithms, which usually have hundreds of glossary terms [13].

Many Computer Science instructors like to include algorithm visualizations in their courses to convey the dynamic nature of the algorithms [14]. Algorithm visualization is the use of graphical tools to visualize the steps of an algorithm and to illustrate how it works. Examples of these visualizations include sorting algorithms, in which the algorithm is illustrated by showing each record move as the algorithm is executed on an input, typically an array. Algorithm visualizations can be either interactive, where students can manipulate the input and test the effect on the output, or non-interactive, in which students can only navigate through the algorithm steps. Interactive algorithms are considered to be an active method of instruction and, thus, preferred over the other passive techniques [7], [8], and [15].
1.1.1 Motivation for Concept Maps

Given the complex interrelationships of the glossary terms in Computer Science courses, the traditional alphabetical list method does not provide a suitable means for students to make the best use of the glossaries. In particular, we have identified the following shortcomings in traditional glossary lists:

- Students find it hard to navigate through the long list of glossary terms to find terms of concern. Moreover, this long list does not represent an appealing format for the students.
- The list does not help students to draw connections between related terms.
- Usually no or minimal interaction is available with the terms.

These shortcomings are believed to affect and limit the value students get from using the glossaries. Therefore, we propose to implement a new design for the glossary terms that can overcome these shortcomings. The main motivations for our implementation are as follows:

- We want the design to be more appealing for students. This will encourage students to use the glossaries more frequently.
- In this design, we need to focus on the term of concern along with its relationship to other terms.
- The visualization tool used to implement our design needs to be compatible with the rest of our infrastructure.
- The visualization tool used in the implementation should provide a means of interaction for the students.
For this reasons, we adopt an implementation of the glossary based on concept maps. Concept maps are discussed in Chapter 2, and our implementation and evaluation in Chapters 3 and 4.

### 1.2 Narration Support

Narration support, within our context, is the feature of including automatically generated sound files to supplement course content. Specifically, for us this means audio narration of the text in slide show captions. This allows students to both read and listen to the course materials. According to Mayer [2], spoken and written text represent the same format of multimedia content. Therefore, we include this feature within interactive algorithm visualization tools which already utilize two cognitive brain channels. The sound, here, will help the brain to better process the information already found in the visualizations. To this end, we designed our narration support tool to be compatible and integrated with JSAV [16], the graphics library used by OpenDSA. Moreover, other digital courses that use JSAV will be able to make use of this tool. The motivations for this work are discussed next.

#### 1.2.1 Motivation

We have identified the following motivations to direct our design.

- We want to stimulate more learning channels in students’ brains and provide a more attractive format for the algorithm visualization slide shows through narration support.

- The narration support needs to focus on the important parts only to encourage students to use the feature.
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- The narration support needs to be used in an interactive tool in which students can have the basic controls over the audio files, e.g., play, pause, forward, and backward.

- The narration support needs to integrate on a natural way with the context, allowing students a choice of whether to use it or not.

- The narration support needs to avoid creating an additional burden to content developers.

Narration for slideshows has been a desired feature in the OpenDSA e-Textbook system for years. But the time and expense that would be required to manually create narrations has deterred implementing this feature. With the recent availability of automated text-to-speech support in modern browsers, an automated approach to solving the problem has become practical. This is therefore the approach that we have used.

Our implementation is discussed in Chapter 5.

1.3 Major Contributions

The major contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows.

- Design a system that automatically generates interactive concept maps for the glossary terms, that help to visualize the relations between different glossary terms.

- Provide an easy-to-use implementation for the glossary maps that is compatible with most web browsers and technologies.

- Collect and analyze data about the student use of the new concept maps implementation.
• Design exercises tailored to concepts maps to measure students’ understanding of the basic concepts after using the newly designed concept maps.

• Design an interactive tool to support narration in digital courses and integrate it into, JSAV in Computer Science courses.

• Collect and analyze data related to student use of the narration tool to see if narration is a popular feature.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

In Chapter 2, we give background about concept maps and their use in digital education, followed by our proposed design to address the previously listed shortcomings and motivations in Chapter 3. We then evaluate our design and analyze the usage data in Chapter 4. Narration support is introduced in Chapter 5, and finally conclusions and future work are given in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2

Concept Maps in Education

2.1 Background

Concept maps have been widely used in many applications to represent the relation between a number of related items or terms. According to [17], concept maps are graphical tools that can organize and represent knowledge. A concept is designated by a label which is displayed in a box or circle and connected using lines to other concepts. Thus, the concept map can be considered to be a graph with concepts as the nodes and relationships as the edges. Concept maps were developed in 1972 [18] by Joseph D. Novak, to follow and understand changes in children’s knowledge of science. Novak found that representing the information in this type of map was helpful to better understand and relate the different changes related to children.

This ability of concept maps to deliver better information was later addressed by psychological research that interpreted the relation between concept map design and our brains. The basic relationship was concluded from the work in [19], which models human memory not as a single “vessel” that can be filled sequentially, but rather as a complex set of interrelated memory systems which can be fed with parallel information at once. That is why viewing the same information represented in a concept map with the concepts displayed side by side is easier to comprehend than reading a long paragraph with the same information.

Concept maps are among a group of tools that can be used to construct and share information.
in a meaningful way. Eppler [20] discusses concept maps, mind maps, conceptual diagrams, and visual metaphors. Concept maps, according to Eppler, represent a top-down diagram that shows the relationships between different concepts and their interrelationships. A mind map, on the other hand, is a radial diagram that is centered around an image and that represents the hierarchical connections between different portions of the learned materials. A conceptual diagram uses boxes to represent abstract concepts in a systematic illustration and it also highlights the relationship between these concepts. Finally, a visual metaphor is a graphical structure created based on the shape of a popular natural or man-made artifact that can be easily recognizable. It can model an activity or a story to organize contents meaningfully.

These different graphical representation tools are used to deliver different types of information. Of these different tools, the concept map was shown to be the best tool that can be used to deliver information for students and to summarize the key topics in courses [20]. They can also help to clarify the elements of a big topic and to give examples of specific concepts.

These findings helped to draw attention to the importance of using concept maps in education to highlight the main ideas and facilitate the learning for the students.

### 2.2 Concept Maps in Education

The possible use of concept maps in education was discussed in [21] The initial focus was on teaching science, however, Novak determined that concept maps were useful to represent knowledge and information from many disciplines. The main result of the research was that concept maps can be beneficial to students, however, they cannot be the only source of information. Instructors still need to develop methods for integrating these concept maps
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into their courses to maximize their benefits.

In a recent follow-up study [22], Novak suggested using “expert skeleton” concept maps for educational purposes. Expert skeleton concept maps are those maps prepared by an expert in the knowledge domain and are used to represent the basic information in the field in the form of scaffolding. This was proven to facilitate meaningful learning and to help to represent the general view of the ideas in a way that removes misconceptions.

In [23], Stewart et al suggest three different uses of concept maps in the educational process: curricular tools, instructional tools, and a means of evaluation. The curricular aspect of the concept maps is related to designing the curricula of the subject by helping the designer to determine the main ideas in the subject that need to be covered, and, hence, improve the intended learning outcomes. The instructional aspect of the concept maps deals with teaching the concepts and the ideas to the students, which is the most obvious use of concept maps in education. Finally, the evaluation aspect suggests using concept maps in students’ assessment.

The trade-off between introducing an effective method of learning, using concept maps, and the cognitive load they cause to students was discussed in [24]. The authors introduced a web-based problem-solving environment built on concept maps to summarize information for students. The framework was tested on a social studies course for elementary school students with the goal to determine the effectiveness of concept maps on student comprehension and also on their satisfaction. Statistical results showed that students were able to better perceive the core concepts, however, they indicated that this method of teaching had too much cognitive load. Based on these important findings, we note that concept maps should not be the only source of information for students, rather, they need to be used with other formats in order to better present the material.
Concept maps are also used to facilitate other services related to education. In [25], a framework is presented to model courses prerequisites using concept maps. This was shown to provide teachers with the ability to analyze and refine their teaching strategies based on examining the relations of their courses to other courses. In particular, a three-phase framework is used to automatically generate the concept maps by analyzing the students performance and classifying them into groups.

In [26], the effect of generating concept maps on students was discussed. Students in a middle school were divided into three groups: those who individually generated concept maps for some course concepts, those who created these concept maps in groups, and those who did not use concept maps to learn the material. The results of the study have shown that students who worked on concept maps, in general, had more positive attitudes towards concepts than those who did not. However, students who worked individually on generating concept maps had better understanding of the concepts, and they also liked generating these concept maps more than those who worked in groups.

2.2.1 Concept Maps in Educational Disciplines

Concept maps have been used in many disciplines to facilitate the learning of the main ideas and concepts. In [23], the use of concept maps in teaching biology was discussed. Stewart et al explained how to extract the main concepts in biology and how to define relations between these concepts to be used in concept maps. The work presents the basics of designing concept maps and suggests performing empirical experiments to study the effectiveness of applying the proposed approaches on students cognition.

Similarly, Lloyd [27] has studied the elaboration of concepts in biology. In particular, three text books in biology were chosen that target different audiences, and their presentation of
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a specific concept was investigated. The author created three different concept maps for the concepts of interest, one from the information introduced in each book. The goal of the study was to evaluate the different levels of presenting related concepts with a specific concept. Similar to [24], Lloyd has shown that there is a trade-off between the amount of information represented in each of these concept maps and the cognitive load on students.

Bon-Marten et al in [28] explored the applicability of using concept maps to deliver scientific knowledge used for practical decision-making situations. They performed five studies to cover five different fields in public health. Results of the studies showed that concept maps were effective in highlighting the key issues and delivering the required medical information. The authors suggest to use concept maps widely to improve theory development, leading to making decisions, over formulating new theories.

In [29], the use of concept maps in engineering education was discussed. The work related the most important concepts in engineering and identified their relationship. These concepts included experimentation, research, analysis, and modeling. Turns et al have also shown the connection between these concepts and the impact of their implementation on the environmental, ethical, and social aspects.

2.2.2 Concept Maps for Assessment

Ruiz-Primo and Shavelson [30] present the possible ways to use concept maps in the assessment process. One method is to give students a partially filled concept map with multiple possible choices to be used to complete the concept map. Here, the student tries to create the concept map based on the knowledge he has gained from the course. Another approach is to give students a concept map with missing relations, and the student should again choose from the given relations to complete the diagram. The work evaluated these methods and
they were shown to be accurate and consistent ways to assess the students.

Turns, Atman, and Adams in [29] presented a complete framework for student assessment in engineering education. The framework considers using concept maps for both course-level and program-level assessments. Course-level assessment describe the assessment within specific courses of the level of learning associated with it. The purpose of this kind of assessment can vary from quickly measuring students’ understanding to exploring what students have perceived in the learning process. It can also help to assign grades to students. Program-level assessment refers to the assessment performed to evaluate the overall knowledge of a group of students. This type of evaluation needs to consider a student’s level of expertise in this specific domain, to identify the student’s knowledge about the whole discipline, and to explore the student’s comprehension of the basic engineering concepts. The authors suggest that engineering schools must adopt both course-level and program-level assessments.

### 2.3 Concept Maps Tools

In this section we consider both commercial (whether free or not) tools that can be used to generate concept maps, and also tools that were proposed in literature. First, we consider the commercial tools that are electronically available and that have been developed to help design and create concept maps. Examples of these tools include Mindmap [31], Cmap [32], Lucidchart [33], and Mindmeister [34]. All these tools have many features that enable users to create powerful concept maps. They differ in the features they provide as some allow users to create a concept map online and store it in the cloud. Others require use of their software which can be downloaded based on the user’s operating system. The output of these tools can be saved in multiple formats, such as images or portable documents.

However, the main drawback of these tools that makes them unsuitable for our implemen-
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The research literature has many proposed tools to automatically generate concept maps. In [35], a tool known as Concept Map Miner (CMM) was introduced to automatically generate concept maps. The first step of CMM involves identifying the main concepts and their relationships. In particular, the grammatical tree of each sentence is exploited to extract the compound nouns. The relationships between these nouns are, then, identified through a semantic layer. Finally, the output of the first step is represented as a terminological map and is then transformed into a reduced version with no grammatical dependencies.

However, one issue with CMM and similar tools is that they depend on the structure of the given sentences to extract the concepts that will be represented in the map. Thus, the extracted concepts represent the most common words in these sentences, which are not always the core concepts of the course. Therefore, such tools will not to be suitable to generate concept maps for the glossaries in a digital course.

2.4 Conclusions

In this section, the importance of using concept maps in education was highlighted. The use of concept maps in specific disciplines and the various methods of using them were discussed. In our work, we build on these previous studies by introducing a tool to generate concept maps for courses glossaries. The main challenges in this step is the huge number of terms that can be found in glossaries, in a typical course. This huge number of terms allows to create more concepts maps, but on the other hand is challenging in making the students...
focus on the main concept itself which requires choosing the relationships carefully so that the concept maps remains useful for the students. We address this in later chapters.

Another issue related to the automatically generated concept maps, as discussed earlier, is their dependency on the sentences structure to extract the concepts. This, in turn, generates many irrelevant concepts to the course core concepts. To overcome this limitation, core concepts and their relationships will be provided to our concept map generation tool. This will help to eliminate any misconception within the generated concepts maps and will help to represent only the core concepts in a given course. Our tool will then process the provided information to generate the actual concept map. Finally, we also consider the static nature of the commercial tools and overcome this by creating dynamic concept maps.
Chapter 3

Concept Maps Implementation

In this chapter, we present our proposed tool to automatically generate concept maps. This tool is used to automatically generate interactive concept maps for glossaries from a collection of terms and references to related terms. The concepts and their relationships will be prepared by humans to ensure that only the core concepts of the courses are presented. The tool was developed and tested on the courses CS2114 and CS3114 from Virginia Tech. These courses mainly focus on data structures and algorithms.

3.1 Proposed Design

Recall that concept maps are a type of graph that links concepts (nodes/nouns) with relationships (edges/verbs). If we wish to focus on the relationships for a particular concept, then the graph can put that node at the center. Besides the central node, concept maps include a number of links or branches connecting this main concept to other concepts or nodes.

In the research literature, concept maps have many designs according to the application. For instance, some concept maps use a horizontal hierarchical view for the nodes. Others use tree designs, which represent a vertical hierarchy. General graphs do not follow a special structure. Links are usually directional, pointing from one node to another, but they can also specify bi-directional relations between the nodes and in this cases different relations
are given for different directions. In either case, the links are typically labeled with the type of relation between these nodes. Figure 3.1 shows an abstract example of a concept map.

This flexibility in designing concept maps makes them a good fit to model glossaries. In our proposed design, we consider each glossary term separately. This glossary term is represented as the main concept in its local region of the main graph of the concepts for the course. We manually identify the related terms to this central concept. The related terms are then presented in the concept map as nodes connected to the main term. Here, we use directional links pointing out from the main concept toward these terms. The links used in our concept map design will be labeled according to the relation between the terms. Example relations include part of, example of, implemented in, consists of, synonym, etc. Figure 3.2 shows a sample concept maps that includes one main concept and multiple related concepts.

The concept map of Figure 3.2 can be further extended by including terms from other
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levels, i.e., concepts that are related to these concepts that have a direct relationship to the central concept. However, there are usability concerns with making the concept map extend too far. There are also performance concerns with how we store and locate the various relationship. Next, we will consider the practical implementation of our concept map design and the guidelines we followed to address the motivations and concerns related to the implementation.
3.2 Implementation

We define the following goals, to be included as features, in our implementation:

- The concept map needs to be interactive so that the output is a dynamic graph that
  students can manipulate.

- The concept map should be accessible from the course contents. However, we will
display both the original glossary list as well as the generated concept map graph
when students click on a term in the course contents, so that students can check both.

- Interactive actions need to be implemented on the dynamic graph to enhance the user
  experience when using the concept map.

- Although the concept map can theoretically support any number of hierarchical levels,
  we will limit the number of hierarchical levels so as not to clutter the display to the
  point where it distracts users from the concepts relations of the selected term.

3.2.1 Platform and Planned Features

In this section, we present our implementation of the desired features, along with the tools
used in the implementation. We use D3 [36], a JavaScript visualization library that helps
to create visualizations from data. D3 uses HTML, SVG, and CSS, so it is compatible with
most web browsers.

We implemented the concept map to be generated on-the-fly when a concept term is selected
by the user, either from the module text or from the glossary list. The concept map is
automatically generated every time so we do not need to store the map for every concept,
nor spend a lot of time loading them from the server.
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Figure 3.3: A concept map with the concept definition shown.

We set the concept map to be displayed in a separate window, while the original glossary list is displayed in the original window and the selected term is highlighted. In this window, the term definition is also included on top of the graph as shown in Figure 3.3. This allows students to read the concept definition while viewing its relations to other concepts in order to better understand the relations.

Next, we discuss the stages of converting the glossary terms into concept maps and adding interactive actions to them using D3. Figure 3.4 shows an overview of the stages of our framework.
Our implementation requires that the list of concepts and their relationships to be predefined. Since we are dealing with glossary terms, we already have the list of concepts. The goal now is to define the relationships between the different concepts. These relations are defined as one-way (directed) relations from a concept towards another concept. If there can be a relation in the opposite direction, it needs to be defined as a separate relation from the second concept to the first.

OpenDSA uses ReStructuredText (RST) as its authoring language for content. RST is lightweight markup language widely used by the Python community. It includes a number of features for creating digital book-like artifacts, including glossary support. OpenDSA uses RST (and the Sphinx compiler for converting RST to HTML) because it is extensible. Thus it is easy for us to take the standard glossary support mechanism (a list of terms with definitions) and annotate those entries with other attributes.

The starting point for our concept map implementation is the RST glossary file. Each term has a separate entry in the file, along with its definition. Figure 3.5 shows part of the glossary RST file, specifically, for the “acyclic graph” term. We can see that the term is displayed...
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Figure 3.5: Part of the glossary RST file showing the term “Acyclic Graph” and its related terms.

```
acyclic graph
  :to-term: directed acyclic graph :label: types
  :to-term: cycles <cycle> :label: has no

In :term:`graph` terminology, a graph that contains no :term:`cycles <cycle>`.
```

Figure 3.6: Part of the glossary file showing the “Data Type” term.

```
data type
  :to-term: abstract data type :label: implemented by
  :to-term: aggregate type :label: type
  :to-term: simple type :label: type
  :to-term: list :label: example
  :to-term: array :label: example
```

on the first line, and the related terms are displayed on the following two lines after the keyword “to-term” which is an attribute that we have added to glossary terms. This means there will be a relation pointing out from the term “acyclic graph” towards “directed acyclic graph” and “cycles” terms. The label for each relation is also shown in Figure 3.5. The labels used here are “types” and “has no” to indicate the relation type between the concept and its connected concepts.

Other examples are presented in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. Figure 3.6, shows the connections created for the concept “Data Type”. There are five connected terms with new relationships shown as “implemented by” and “example”.

In Figure 3.7, we show the connections for one of the most important concepts in data structures, i.e., “Graph”. Here, we have defined 15 different connections with “Graph”. For example, the relation “contains” connects “Graph” to “edges”. The remaining relation is “problems” which represent problems that are built on graphs.
The process of editing the RST file to add the connections that build the concept map is actually the most time-consuming process in our implementation. It needs only to be done once at the beginning, but it requires examining the concepts manually, defining their relations, and entering them into the RST file. After storing these relations in the RST file, the remaining stages are automated to generate the concept maps automatically.

### 3.4 Converting RST files into JSON files

The next stage, after defining the connections that define the concept map in the RST file, is to convert it into a structured data format that can be processed in other programming languages effectively. Here we choose JSON [37] as our data-structured format. JSON stands for “JavaScript Object Notation” which is a lightweight data-interchange format that can be used with JavaScript. This allows later for this JSON file to be easily processed using standard JavaScript tools.

The process for converting the RST file into JSON is implemented by a python script that
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The JSON file is then fed to the last stage, which generates the concept map. We have used JavaScript for the actual implementation of the concept maps. The implementation reads the RST file lines, adds more information to these lines, and stores them into the JSON file. Part of the python script is shown in Figure 3.8, in which we can see how the JSON structure is created using Python commands. For example, the string “con-” is added to the beginning of each relationship to indicate that there is a connection between these terms.

Executing the Python script creates the JSON file. Figure 3.9 shows part of the resulting JSON file. We can see that every connection in the JSON file is represented as a tuple in the format (“con-i”: {“to”: to-label, “from”: from-label, “label”: label-name}). Where “con-i” is the connection number, “to-label” is the main concept, “from-label” is its related concept, and “label-name” is the type of connection.

3.5 Concept Maps Implementation using D3
We have implemented the concept maps to be generated every time a user selects a glossary term, from either the glossary page or from the course contents. The D3 procedure is executed each time that a glossary term is clicked, to generate the concept map automatically.

We choose to display the generated concept map in a separate window while the original glossary list is displayed in the original window and the selected term is highlighted. The term definition is also included in the concept map new window.

D3 provides many graph layout algorithms. We have chosen to use the graph force layout algorithm. This allows students to drag and drop nodes within the window, allowing them to be moved while the nodes remain connected to each other. This, in turn, will allow students to better examine their concepts of interest in more detail, especially if the graph has a large number of nodes. The main concept is excluded from this drag-and-drop action so it remains

Figure 3.9: Part of the JSON file with the connections specified

```json
{"connections": [{"con-106": {"to": "labeled graph", "from": "graph", "label": " types"}}, "con-101": {"to": "shortest paths", "from": "graph", "label": " problems"}, "con-100": {"to": "topological sort", "from": "graph", "label": " problems"}, "con-29": {"to": "double rotation", "from": "AVL Tree", "label": " operations"}, "con-28": {"to": "asymptotic algorithm analysis", "from": "asymptotic analysis", "label": " formal synonym"}, "con-25": {"to": "queue", "from": "array-based queue", "label": " implementing"}, "con-24": {"to": "array-based list", "from": "array-based queue", "label": " analogous to"}, "con-27": {"to": "algorithm analysis", "from": "asymptotic analysis", "label": " synonym"}, "con-26": {"to": "intermediate code", "from": "assembly code", "label": " form of"}, "con-21": {"to": "array", "from": "array-based list", "label": " uses"}, "con-20": {"to": "amortized analysis", "from": "amortized cost", "label": " used in"}, "con-23": {"to": "stack", "from": "array-based stack", "label": " implementing"}, "con-22": {"to": "array-based list", "from": "array-based stack", "label": " analogous to"}, "con-123": {"to": "replacement selection", "from": "heapsort", "label": " variant"}, "con-122": {"to": "min heap", "from": "heap", "label": " example"}, "con-121": {"to": "max heap", "from": "heap", "label": " example"}, "con-120": {"to": "priority queue", "from": "heap", "label": " used in"}, "con-127": {"to": "Parse tree", "from": "intermediate code generation", "label": " walks through"}, "con-126": {"to": "subclass", "from": "inheriT", "label": " has"}, "con-125": {"to": "base class", "from": "inheriT", "label": " has"}, "con-124": {"to": "heap", "from": "heapsort", "label": " concept of"}, "con-242": {"to": "node", "from": "vertex", "label": " synonym"}, "con-129": {"to": "discriminator", "from": "kd tree", "label": " uses"}, "con-128": {"to": "intermediate code", "from": "intermediate code generation", "label": " produces"}, "con-228": {"to": "PR quadtree", "from": "spatial data structure", "label": " example"}, "con-229": {"to": "splaying", "from": "Splay Tree", "label": " operation"}, "con-130": {"to": "key space", "from": "key", "label": " has"}, "con-131": {"to": "key", "from": "key sort", "label": " uses"}, "con-132": {"to": "object-space decomposition", "from": "key-space decomposition", "label": " type"}, "con-18": {"to": "Floyd's algorithm", "from": "all-pairs shortest paths problem", "label": " solved by"}, "con-19": {"to": "algorithm analysis", "from": "amortized analysis", "label": " is"}, "con-133": {"to": "image-space decomposition", "from": "key-space decomposition", "label": " type"}, "con-19": {"to": "member", "from": "aggregate type", "label": " has"}, "con-11": {"to": "problem", "from": "algorithm", "label": " "}
```
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Figure 3.10: The generated concept map for the glossary term “data type”.

in the center of the window. We choose to display the main concept in a different color to distinguish it from the other nodes. Figure 3.10 shows the generated concept map for the glossary term “data type”. Notice that the main concept has a different color. Links are directed from the main concept to the other concepts, with the edges having labels. The force graph layout generates a visually appealing format.

3.5.1 Force graph actions

We take advantage of several features provided by D3. The first is zoom, which allows students to zoom in or out in the graph. To provide smooth zoom, we implemented the graph to zoom in or out as a whole, like a static image. The graph returns to its dynamic
nature after the student releases the mouse and stops zooming. This allows fast zoom in or out.

Our implementation uses click actions on the nodes. Students can select any node in the concept map by clicking on it. This node will highlight when the mouse hovers over it, to indicate that it is clickable. If this node has its own relationships, then its concept map will be generated and displayed in the current concept map window.

3.5.2 Concept map hierarchical levels

An important design choice for concept maps is selecting the number of hierarchical levels to be displayed for each node. This is complicated by the fact that the number of nodes connected to each concept varies drastically. Therefore, there is a trade-off to consider. On one hand, increasing the number of levels will allow more nodes to be displayed, and, hence, more information. On the other hand, if the number of nodes become too large, it will hinder understanding the relationships.

For example, if a node has a lot of directly related nodes, it might be enough to display only its first level of connections. But if the number of immediate neighbors is relatively small, we can then explore more by displaying concepts further away in the map.

In the current implementation, we have adjusted the number of levels under each node to be two. This means the connections coming out from a specific node are limited to two levels. We have selected this number of levels since usually it displays enough nodes that are related to each concept without causing a lot of visual noise to the students. A future direction we want to explore is to automatically adjust the number of the displayed nodes in the graph by allowing the implementation to decide the number of levels to be displayed. In this sense, more levels can be generated depending on the whole number of nodes displayed.
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In Figure 3.10, two layers of hierarchical nodes are displayed for the concept “data type”. Another, more dense example, is the concept “graph”, which was shown in Figure 3.2. We can see that at one level, more than one node can be connected to a single node in the next level, e.g., the node “directed acyclic graph” has two nodes pointing towards it from its previous level. This helps students to better relate the information between different concepts.

3.5.3 Backward levels

We notice that some concepts are better understood when their previous level nodes, i.e., nodes that point towards them can also be seen.
In the current version of our implementation, we use two levels of connected nodes with one backward level. The backward level is chosen to be displayed in certain graphs to support the idea behind their main concepts, or when the total number of nodes in the graph is below a threshold. In Figure 3.11, the number of directly connected nodes to “primary storage” is just two nodes, one with connection to a node in the next level. In this case, the backward level is displayed and can be distinguished by the arrows pointing towards the main concept.

In Figure 3.12, it was important to display the parent node of the concept “pointee”, which is “pointer”. We think this will help students to better understand the relationship between
“pointee” and “pointer”, and not to mix them with each other. Note that when “pointer” is displayed, all its first level neighbors will also be displayed.
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Concept Maps Evaluation

After designing and implementing the concept maps for glossaries, we tested and evaluated the effectiveness of our work by measuring students interactions with the new glossaries after including the new design. To this end, we defined the following research questions to help determine our evaluation approach:

• How can we effectively make the concept maps noticeable for students? In some sense, how can we advertise the implementation?

• What data should we collect to represent effective student interactions with the glossaries?

• Based on the data collected, how effective are concept maps versus standard glossaries?

In the following sections, we will answer these questions and present the corresponding results. We start with the first question, which is our approach to advertise our work for students using the digital courses. As mentioned earlier, our concept maps were integrated into the CS2114 and CS3114 courses at Virginia Tech. However, if a student is not used to checking the glossary of a digital textbook, he/she will not notice the newly included concept maps. Therefore, we decided to design special exercises that refer to the concept maps within the course contents in order to make the students familiar with the available concept maps while also making them more familiar with these specific concepts. These exercises are discussed in detail in the next section.
4.1 Concept map Exercise Design

The following exercises were included in the CS2114 courses but they were not used to evaluate the students and so did not affect the course grade. The functional purpose for these exercises was to make students aware of the available concept maps, and hopefully to ignite their curiosity to explore more about the concepts in the questions, and, hence, use the concept maps. Students could tell that these exercises were not graded, however, almost all students tried to solve these exercises.

To build the exercises, we used the Khan Academy infrastructure [38] that is integrated with the OpenDSA [10] system. The Khan Academy exercise framework provides a robust infrastructure that can be used to create questions including ones of the types are True/False, multiple choice, and Fill-in-the-Blank.

In order to make the exercises quick for students, we used mainly True/False questions and multiple choice questions. The designed exercises include a static image of the concept maps for the glossary term found in the exercise. For example, Figure 4.1 shows a multiple choice question.

Another example for a True/False question can be seen in Figure 4.2. We notice that in both figures, the same question header is used to refer to the concepts maps that can be found in the glossary page. After selecting the answer, the student needs to click on “Check Answer” on the right side of the question.

In case the student made a wrong selection, a message is displayed that the answer is not correct and advises the student to try again. Meanwhile, the button “Show hints” changes its color to let the student know that hints are available for this question. In this case, we chose a fixed message to be displayed that asks the student to check the full concept map to get more information.
In designing these exercises, we took into consideration that these exercises are not meant to evaluate the students. Hence, the questions were not designed to be complicated or to require further exploration from the students. The answers of these questions only require the students to study the picture to identify the correct choice among the given answers. We believe that this method of representation and interaction with the glossary terms will help students to be familiar with the concept maps, and hence, they will start using the feature.

Finally, we note that we have implanted these exercises in CS2114 only and not in CS3114. This lets us to measure whether these exercises were helpful in directing the students towards exploring more about the concept maps by visiting the glossary page.
4.2 Data Collection

Both CS2114 and CS3114 make use of OpenDSA content. Besides the client-side content that students use and interact with, OpenDSA uses a server side implementation to register and store any events or logs of interest. The OpenDSA server [39] is implemented using Ruby on Rails.

OpenDSA logs student use of many features, with all interactions logged into a database. This allows us to study student use of specific features within the system, such as the number of interactions with the glossary, visualizations, exercises, etc. This was helpful in collecting data about student use of the original glossaries in the previous semesters, as this

Figure 4.2: An example of a True/False including concept maps.
was already stored in the database. The same was applied for this semester and also the students’ actions were stored in the database. We used simple SQL queries to retrieve from the database information about students’ use of the glossary.

Next, we perform statistical analyses on these collected data to measure the effect of implementing the concept maps on the students’ use of the glossaries.

4.3 Results

We now present the data on student use of the glossary before and after activating the concept maps. In particular, the previous three semesters (Fall 2017, Spring 2018, and Fall 2018) were used to compare with the current semester (Spring 2019). First, we start with a visual display for the students’ use of glossary in CS2114 in the Spring 2019 semester. Figure 4.3 shows the number of times each student, defined by user id, has used the glossary page so far. The numbers of uses are sorted from the smallest to the largest. Student use varies, with the maximum number of glossary accesses around 173 times. The second highest count for glossary use is around 150 times. Since we only show data for students who used the glossary (84.4% of students use), the minimum number of uses is 1. Figure 4.3 displays only the students who have used the glossary (84.4% of students in the class).

Figure 4.4 shows the number of times each student in CS3114 in Spring 2019 has used the glossary page. Similar to Figure 4.3, students are identified by user id. The maximum number of glossary uses is around 340 times (two students had this level of use). The next highest count for students’ use is around 160 times. Since we only show data for students who used the glossary (62.3% of students use), the minimum number of uses is 1. Information about students who have and have not used the glossaries is discussed next.

The fraction of students who have used the glossary in Spring 2019 semester is shown in
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Figure 4.3: Student use of the glossary in CS2114 in the Spring 2019 semester (the median is 7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CS2114</th>
<th>Fall 2017</th>
<th>Spring 2018</th>
<th>Fall 2018</th>
<th>Spring 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of students</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count of students who used the glossary</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
<td>41.1%</td>
<td>58.6%</td>
<td>84.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Students’ use of the glossary compared to the total number of students in CS2114.

Table 4.1. The percentages for the three previous semesters, i.e., Fall 2017, Spring 2018, and Fall 2018, are also shown in Table 4.1.

We can notice that the percentage of students who have used the glossary in Spring 2019 semester, i.e. after implementing the concept maps, is higher than the previous three semesters. In Spring 2019, about 84% of students have used the glossary compared to an average of 44% in the previous semesters.
Figure 4.4: Student use of the glossary in CS3114 in the Spring 2019 semester.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fall 2017</th>
<th>Fall 2018</th>
<th>Spring 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of students</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count of students who used the glossary</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>50.8%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>62.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Students’ use of the glossary compared to the total number of students in CS3114.

Similarly, in Table 4.2, we show the same percentages for CS3114. Note, in this case the students’ use in Spring 2018 was not available, and, hence, the comparison used only the other two semesters. Similar to Table 4.1, that the percentage of students who have used the glossary has increased in the Spring 2019 semester, i.e., after implementing the concept maps, compared to all the previous semesters. In Spring 2019, about 62% of students have used the glossary compared to an average of 52% in the previous semesters.

We notice that the student use of the glossary in CS2114 is higher than that in CS3114. However, we must consider the possible effect of the concept map exercises on student use
of the glossary in CS2114. The key question then becomes: If the exercises related to an increase in use of the glossary, does this mean that (a) the increase in glossary use is mostly related directly to completing the exercises themselves, and otherwise there was no real increase in glossary use, or (b) the exercises trained the students to use the glossary, after which they continued to do so?

We found that about 18% of the total number of glossary uses happened while students were solving the exercises. Since this percentage represents a significant part of the total use, we show the results of CS2114 for the total use, and also after excluding the exercises effect.

We start by showing, in Figure 4.5, the number of times each student has used the glossary page; after excluding the concurrent use of the exercises. We notice that the maximum number of glossary uses has dropped to around 160 times, compared to 173 before excluding the exercises effect. The minimum in this case has dropped to 0 which happened for 10 students. This means the number of students who have used the glossary only while solving the exercises is 10.

Next, we study the number of students who have used the glossary more than once. The previous results show absolute percentage even if a student used the glossary only once. When a student uses the glossary more than once, this can be interpreted as the glossary was useful for him, so he decided to use the feature again. In the following, we counted the number of students who have used the glossary more than 5 times, more than 10 times, more than 20 times, and more than 30 times.

Figure 4.6, shows a comparison between the four semesters for CS2114. Each column in the Figure 4.6 shows the percentage of students who have used the glossary, for the number of times shown, to the total number of students who have used it in this semester. Each semester is represented with a column with the Spring 2019 represented twice, once with the
Figure 4.5: Student use of the glossary in CS2114 in the Spring 2019 semester after excluding the exercises direct effect.

complete data, and the other after excluding the direct exercise effects. We will discuss the results after excluding the exercises effect, however, the complete data are also shown as a reference.

In Figure 4.6, we can notice that out of the 260 students who have used the glossary in CS2114, 145 students have used the glossary more than 5 times (after excluding the exercises effect). This makes the percentage about 55%. The remaining numbers of use are calculated similarly. In 4.6, we notice that the percentages of use in Spring 2019, after excluding the exercises effect, are higher than the percentages in Fall 2017 and Spring 2018, for all numbers of use. However, in Fall 2018 the percentages are higher for 20 and 30 times of use and are comparable for 5 and 10 times of use.

Similarly, in Figure 4.7, we study the percentage of students who used the glossary multiple
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Figure 4.6: Percentage of students who have used the glossary multiple times in CS2114. Notice that the last two bars show use in Spring 2019; the yellow bar includes uses to complete exercises while the blue bar shows only uses unconnected with the exercises.

times between Spring 2019 and the previous two semesters for CS3114. In this case, the percentages in Spring 2019 are also higher than the percentages in the previous semesters, for different users’ counts. However, the percentages of Spring 2019 are comparable to the percentages of Fall 2018.

For both CS2114 and CS3114, these results give strong indication that students who have tried the new concept map glossary decided to use the glossary more than the previous semesters. However, we note that the percentage increase of students who have used the glossary in general and those who have used it multiple times, is higher in CS2114 than CS3114, with respect to the previous semester. One difference between CS2114 and CS3114 is the included concept map exercises, so it could be that using our exercises has affected the results positively.
Next, we perform in-depth statistical analysis of the previous data to find if there are significant changes after implementing the concept maps.

### 4.4 Statistical Analysis: ANOVA Test

The goal of this section is to provide an in-depth comparison though statistical analysis of the students’ use of the glossary between the different semesters. We start with the relations between the means and variances in each semester.

Figure 4.8 shows the interval plot for CS2114 complete usage data. There are four groups representing the four semesters under test. Figure 4.8 shows that the means are not equal. Figure 4.9 shows the interval plot for CS2114 using the updated students’ use after excluding
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Figure 4.8: Interval plot for the means and variances in CS2114.

The exercises direct effect. We notice that the means again are not the same. The mean of the updated use in Spring 2019 is still higher than the previous semesters (but of course it is lower than the complete data case).

Similar results are shown in Figure 4.10 for CS3114. In this case, there are only three groups representing the data from the available semesters.

More importantly, we perform a statistical analysis to check whether the differences in the means are significant. Since the collected data represent the student use of the glossary in different semesters, we want to use a statistical test that can compare the different semesters and determine if the results of Spring 2019 are significantly different from the other semesters. Therefore, we use one-way ANOVA [40] and [41] on the CS2114 and CS3114 data.
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Figure 4.9: Interval plot for the means and variances in C2114 after excluding direct exercises effect.

### Table 4.3: One-way ANOVA test results for CS2114 complete data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Adj SS</th>
<th>Adj MS</th>
<th>F-Value</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factor</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6753</td>
<td>2250.99</td>
<td>7.57</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>231566</td>
<td>297.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>782</td>
<td>238319</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following tests, we use the NULL hypothesis as $H_0: \text{All means are equal}$ and the alternative hypothesis $H_{alt}: \text{At least one mean is different}$. The significance level used in the following experiments is $\alpha = 0.05$, which is the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true.

We show the results of the one-way ANOVA for CS2114 complete data in Table 4.3. We notice that the P-Value = 0.0001 which is much less than the significance level $\alpha$. Therefore,
we can reject the null hypothesis (that all means are equal) and we conclude that a significant difference exists between the different semesters of CS2114 course.

Next, we perform the one-way ANOVA test on the updated students’ use, after excluding the exercises, in Spring 2019 compared to the previous semesters. The results of the ANOVA test are shown in Table 4.4 where we can see that the P-Value in this case = 0.01314 which is also less than the significance level $\alpha = 0.05$. Therefore, we can also reject the null hypothesis.
and we conclude that a significant difference exists between the different semesters of CS2114 course after excluding the exercises direct effect.

Similarly, in Table 4.5, we show the results of the one-way ANOVA test for CS3114. The P-Value in this case = 0.2077 which is higher than the significance level $\alpha$. Therefore, we cannot reject the null hypothesis (that all means are equal) and we conclude that there is no significant evidence that the means are different.

One difference between CS2114 and CS3114 is that the exercises were only given to CS2114 students. So the exercises probably helped to increase the level of glossary use in CS2114. Although the percentages of use in CS3114 are higher after implementing the concepts maps, as was shown in Figure 4.7, these differences were not significant.

After determining that there is a significant difference between the means in CS2114, we need to perform follow-up tests on the means to check which semesters actually differ from the others. In the next section, we perform *multi comparison* tests to check whether the concept maps in Spring 2019 makes a significant differences from the other semesters.

### Table 4.5: One-way ANOVA test results for CS3114.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Adj SS</th>
<th>Adj MS</th>
<th>F-Value</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5329</td>
<td>2664.47</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.2077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>902755</td>
<td>1690.55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>908084</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.5 Statistical Analysis: Multi-comparison**

The multiple comparison test can be used only when the ANOVA test shows that there is a significant difference between the groups. Therefore, we apply these only to the CS2114
In general, there are two types of multiple comparison tests: pairwise comparisons such as Tukey test, and non-pairwise comparisons. Moreover, the non-pairwise comparisons can be done with a control group, such as the Dunnett test, and without a control group, like the Bonferroni test.

In the following, we will perform both the Tukey test (pairwise comparisons) and the Dunnett test (non-pairwise with a control) for CS2114 course. We start by showing the Tukey test results in Figure 4.11 for the complete data case. We notice that there are, in total, six pairwise comparisons between the four groups (semesters). All the intervals that contain zero are assumed not to be significantly different. We notice that three intervals do not include zero, and, hence, their groups have significant differences in their number of use. The differences are between the Spring 2019 semester and all the previous three semesters.
These results corroborate the ANOVA results that there is a significant difference between the means.

Next, we show the results of Dunnett test with the Spring 2019 semester is selected as the control group. Figure 4.12 shows the results of the Dunnett test for CS2114 complete data. The results are similar to the Tukey test. Spring 2019 has a significant difference from all the previous three semesters.

Next, we perform the multi-comparison for the updated CS2114 results, after excluding the exercises effect. The Tukey test is shown in Figure 4.13. We notice, in this case, only two groups have a significant difference. These groups are the updated Spring 2019 and Spring 2018. We notice that, Spring 2019 is now significant to only one previous semester compared to three semesters when considering the complete data.
Next, we show the results of Dunnett test with the updated Spring 2019 semester is selected as the control group. Figure 4.14 shows the results of the Dunnett test for CS2114 complete data. The results are similar to the Tukey test. Spring 2019 has a significant difference from Spring 2018 semester.

Given the significant differences found by the multi-comparison tests, and the results in Figure 4.6 that shows higher means percentage use in Spring 2019, we can conclude that students use of the glossary has increased significantly in the Spring 2019 semester. Since this increase happened immediately after implementing our concept maps and nothing else changed that we are aware of to explain this, it is plausible that the concept maps helped to increase the students’ use of the glossary in CS2114 course.

We have already noted that there was no significant increase in glossary use for CS3114,
where there was no use of the exercises, and so no "advertising" of the glossary. So it seems likely that the exercises was successful in drawing the students’ attention to the concept maps, and, hence, the glossary.
Chapter 5

Narration Support

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present our work on narration support. In particular, we have designed and implemented a tool to automatically generate audible content from the textual content associated with slideshows. The main goal behind this approach is to stimulate more learning channels in students’ brains by combining both visual and audio contents. This combination is one of the basic pillars of the cognitive theory by Mayer [1], which is known as the "Dual Channel Assumption".

According to Mayer, the cognitive system in humans consists of two different channels that are responsible for representing and processing the knowledge. The first channel deals with visuals and pictures and represents any input to the cognitive systems that comes through the eyes. The second channel deals with audio and verbal formats and represents any input to the cognitive system through the ears. Thus, adding narration support to the digital courses is expected to help students’ brains to better process the information, and, hence, it will increase students’ comprehension. To this end, we defined the following research questions to determine our design and implementation approach:

- What contents, in a digital course, can make use of the narration support? In other words, should the narration be added to all the course materials?
• How can student control the narration? What are the basic controls that will be used?

• How can the developed tool integrate smoothly with our current eTextbook frameworks?

In the following, we will answer these research questions. We start with the first question, which pertains to the contents that will be converted into audible format. Recently, there have been many platforms that support audio books such as Amazon audio books [42] which integrates the service from Audible. The idea of these audio books is to provide a visual-free format that is easier to follow when a person cannot or does not like to read from a regular book. This can be useful, for example, if someone is driving a car. However, in digital courses, the goal is completely different. Our goal is not to replace the textual format with an audible format, instead, the audible contents should be used in addition to the visual contents. Hence, the decision was to implement the narration support tool only where it can support the goal of increasing students’ comprehension of mixed text and visualization material, and not on primarily textual course contents.

To this end, we decided to implement the narration support tool only within the OpenDSA slideshows. These require a visual interaction with the contents in order to perform tasks such as make selections, click objects, start/stop animations, or answer questions. Thus, the narration support, when added to such content, will not be a substitute format. Instead, it will be used simultaneously with the visual contents.

Most interactive content in OpenDSA is designed using the JSAV graphics library. In particular, the OpenDSA eTextbooks for data structure and algorithms courses such as CS2114 and CS3114 have many interactive algorithm visualizations using JSAV. More about JSAV and its basic functionalities is discussed next.
5.2. JavaScript Algorithm Visualization Library: JSAV

As discussed earlier, JSAV is a development library that is used for creating Algorithm Visualizations using JavaScript. JSAV is part of the OpenDSA infrastructure, which is used to create interactive digital books. JSAV helps to show how an algorithm works by displaying the changes that happen to a certain input during the algorithm execution.

For example, Figure 5.1 shows the first step of creating an array-based implementation for the queue. We can see that navigation buttons are used to allow students to navigate through the algorithm steps. These navigation buttons are forward, backward, first slide, and last slide. For example, when a student clicks the forward button, the next step of the algorithm
Another format for JSAV algorithms is shown in Figure 5.3. This format allows for more interactions as students can input their own data to the algorithm. The algorithm will, then, be applied on the input array and the visualization will show the changes to the array after each step of iteration of the algorithm.

We can notice here that, in these visualizations, a student needs to read the description first and then watch for the changes in the visualization. This means that these two things (textual explanation and their visual actions) are competing for student attention. Hence, students do not make full use of the interactive slide show. Now consider the effect if a student can listen to this description while watching the changes simultaneously. In this case, the information will be delivered to the student’s cognitive systems using two cognitive...
channels at the same time, which better matches the dual channel assumption of Mayer.

To this end, we have answered the first research question by identifying precisely what textual content will be converted into an audible format, and why it is not as likely beneficial for students to broaden the use of narration to the whole course.

Now that we have determined which parts of the eTextbook system are most likely to benefit from audio narration, we must find an implementation mechanism. One implement to adding audio narration is that it would take a long time for human to record the verbal track, and to integrate these into the system. It has been a goal of the OpenDSA project for several years to add audio material in this way, but so far the effort required has been too much for this to be implemented.

Fortunately, there have recently been great advances in automatic text-to-speech conversion. This approach to automatically create audio narration from our existing text makes the task far more practical.

5.3 Narration Support Implementation

We use the the Google text-to-Speech API [43] to convert the explanatory captions in JSAV slide shows into audible format. Google text-to-Speech API uses a process known as speech synthesis in which the written text is translated into an audio file and then spoken using a human voice. The API provides a set of voices to select from, and if no selection is made, a default voice for each browser is selected.

The next step after developing the narrations tool was to integrate it with JSAV. This step was challenging because of the way JSAV visualizations are generated. JSAV uses two different formats for its visualizations as was shown earlier. These slide shows are generated
automatically and their content is loaded from the HTML page of each module. To create a stable implementation of the narration support tool, it had to be implemented in the JSAV library itself and to be executed when a JSAV slide show is loaded. However, this caused another issue of obtaining the text from the HTML page to be fed to the Google Text-to-Speech API, as JSAV just creates the slide show container and provides the necessary functionality.

To this end, we have implemented another module within JSAV to identify each JSAV container and retrieve the current text within this container to be used in the narration support tool. The final outcome of the tool can be seen in Figure 5.4.

The tool provides as a button in the JSAV slide show container, close to the settings button. This button has a default selection to be OFF, which means narration will not start automatically when the slide show is loaded. When a user clicks the sound button, it changes to be ON as shown in Figure 5.5.

Since JSAV provides navigation controls, we implemented our sound controls to be executed with the slide navigation. When a student selects to navigate to another slide, its contents will be narrated whenever the sound control is ON. If necessary the narration of the previous
Figure 5.5: JSAV example after changing the narration support to be ON.

To this end, we have answered the questions on how students can control the spoken text and the narration support tool. We also note that, since the narration tool is implemented in JSAV and uses our module that extracts text from the HTML, our narration support tool can automatically be used with any new JSAV slideshows created for OpenDSA. This requires almost no set-up from the developers as the framework automatically provides audio narration support.

5.4 Results

Now, we discuss the students’ use of the narration feature through analyzing their usage data collected from OpenDSA. The data were collected similarly to the concept maps by logging the use events in the OpenDSA database. Since this is a new feature, the first semester that
we were able to collect the data is Fall 2018. Therefore, we will discuss the results in both the Fall 2018 and Spring 2019 semesters.

After implementing the narration feature and integrating it into JSAV, it was offered to students as part of their courses without explicitly notifying them about the new feature. The sound button was simply added to JSAV slideshows. To study the students’ use of the new feature, we logged students’ use of the narration tool in both CS2114 and CS3114. This was done for both Spring 2019 and Fall 2018 semesters.

Figure 5.6 shows the number of times each student, defined by user ID, has used the narration feature so far in CS2114 in Spring 2019. The numbers of use are sorted from the smallest to the largest. Student use varies, with the maximum number of narration use was 25 times and the second highest was 23. Similarly, Figure 5.7 displays the students use of the narration in CS2114 in Fall 2018. We can notice that the maximum number of narration uses was 53 and the second highest was 48.

Table 5.1 summarizes the use in both semesters. We notice that the percentage of students who have used the narration tool was small compared to the class sizes, about 5% (11 students) and 3.5% (19 students) in the Fall 2018 and Spring 2019 semesters, respectively. The rest of the students did not try the feature even once. Since those students did not try the feature, there is not enough information to decide if they were not interested in the feature itself, or they did not notice its presence.

A single use happened for two students in Fall 2018 and three students in Spring 2019. These numbers reflect students who tried the feature and did not use it again. Finally, the average of students’ use (for those who used it at least once) was 7.8 times in Fall 2018 and 5.9 times in Spring 2019.

Similarly, Figure 5.8 shows the sorted number of times each student, defined by user id,
5.4. Results

Figure 5.6: Student use of the narration feature in CS2114 in the Spring 2019 semester (11 students).

Figure 5.7: Student use of the narration feature in CS2114 in the Fall 2018 semester (19 students).
Table 5.1: Students’ use of the narration tool in CS2114 for both Fall 2018 and Spring 2019.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fall 2018</th>
<th>Spring 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of use</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of students</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of use</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum number of use</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of use</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean number of use</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Students’ use of the narration tool in CS3114 for both Fall 2018 and Spring 2019.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fall 2018</th>
<th>Spring 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of use</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of students</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of use</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum number of use</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of use</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean number of use</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>12.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

has used the narration feature so far in CS3114 in Spring 2019. The maximum number of narration use was 156 times which represents a strong interest in using the narration feature by that user. The second highest in the same semester was 21.

Figure 5.9 displays the students use of the narration in CS3114 in Fall 2018. We can notice that the maximum number of narration uses was 6, which occurred for two students. The second highest was 4.

Table 5.2 summarizes the students’ use of the narration feature in CS3114 for both semesters. The percentage of students who have used the narration tool was also small. Three students of 16 and 17 used it only once in both Fall 2018 and Spring 2019, respectively. The average number of uses was 2.75 and 12.35, respectively.

In general, we think that the results presented in this section are affected by the lack of
advertisement of the narration feature. Many students did not use the feature at least once to decide if it is useful or not. On the other hand, some students found the feature very helpful and used it for many slideshows.

5.5 Open Problems with Narration Support

The main technical challenge with narration support was the way the mathematical formulas are spoken. As we are dealing with algorithms, many of the slides have some math, such as recurrence relations, algorithm complexity in terms of asymptotic growth rate and even sometimes arithmetic operations and symbols. We have addressed some of these challenges in our implementation by replacing theses formulas with written English words before feeding
Figure 5.9: Student use of the narration feature in CS3114 in the Fall 2018 semester (16 students).

it the text-to-Speech API. For example, Google text-to-Speech API ignores the dashes in its spoken text. If the formula has a subtraction operator, written as a dash, it will be completely ignored by the API. Therefore, we generated some test cases to replace this dash, if it means subtraction, with the word “minus”. Then in the spoken version of the text, the whole sentence makes sense. Given the variety of mathematical formulas that are used in algorithms, this remains an open problem that needs to be addressed carefully in order to develop effective solutions for the formulas to be spoken in a natural way.
Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we have addressed the problem of automatically generating multimedia content in digital courses. In particular, two types of automatically generated multimedia were considered. First, we have designed and implemented an interactive visualization tool for the glossary terms using concept maps. In this implementation, glossary terms were visualized as nodes in graphs, while their relationships were associated with the edges. Our concept maps tool was implemented within the OpenDSA e-textbook system. The concept map associated with a glossary term is automatically generated when that term is clicked in the text. We have then evaluated the effectiveness of our concept maps by performing statistical analysis to measure the effect of our concept maps on the students’ use of the glossary. We used ANOVA tests followed by multi-comparison tests to compare the average students’ use after and before implementing the concept maps. Results have shown that our concept maps design has significantly increased students’ use of the glossaries when they are made aware of their existence.

A future direction that can be explored in the concept map implementation is to automatically adjust the number of the displayed nodes in the graph. This can be achieved by determining the optimal number of levels to be displayed for each node based on the whole number of related nodes retrieved after each level.

Our other work pertains to automatically generating sound files in digital courses. We have implemented a narration support tool in JSav, the graphics library used by OpenDSA. This
allows students to listen to the algorithm description while watching the visualization. In our implementation, the narration tool is included automatically every time a JSAV slide show is generated. In this way, all slide shows generated with JSAV will have access to our narration support. Finally, we have discussed an open problem with the narration support in general and with the Google text-to-speech API, in particular. The problem concerns finding an effective solution to the way mathematical formulas are spoken, and trying to find a natural way to narrate these formulas. Another promising direction for the narration tool emerges from the fact that narration can be useful for visually impaired users. Hence, our narration tool can be modified and enhanced to suit such students and ease using the course materials for them.

Finally, for both tools, a survey needs to be designed and given to the students to obtain their feedback about the tools. In particular, students’ feedback about the available features can help to determine which features need more development or which features are not used by students, and, hence, can be eliminated. It is also useful to ask students if they have used concept maps before this class. This will help to analyze the students’ use of concept map glossaries in light of their previous experience with concept maps.
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